Hydroxyurea therapy lowers transcranial Doppler flow velocities in children with sickle cell anemia
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Hydroxyurea has hematologic and clinical efficacy in sickle cell anemia (SCA), but its effects on transcranial Doppler (TCD) flow velocities remain undefined. Fifty-nine children initiating hydroxyurea therapy for clinical severity had pretreatment baseline TCD measurements; 37 with increased flow velocities (≥140 cm/s) were then enrolled in an institutional review board (IRB)-approved prospective phase 2 trial with TCD velocities measured at maximum tolerated dose (MTD) and one year later. At hydroxyurea MTD (mean ± 1 SD = 27.9 ± 2.7 mg/kg per day), significant decreases were observed in the right middle cerebral artery (MCA) (166 ± 27 cm/s to 135 ± 27 cm/s, P < .001) and left (MCA) (168 ± 26 cm/s to 142 ± 27 cm/s, P < .001) velocities. The magnitude of TCD velocity decline was significantly correlated with the maximal baseline TCD value. At hydroxyurea MTD, 14 of 15 children with conditional baseline TCD velocities improved, while 5 of 6 with abnormal TCD velocities whose families refused transfusions became less than 200 cm/s. TCD changes were sustained at follow-up. These prospective data indicate that hydroxyurea can significantly decrease elevated TCD flow velocities, often into the normal range. A multicenter trial is warranted to determine the efficacy of hydroxyurea for the management of increased TCD values, and ultimately for primary stroke prevention in children with SCA. (Blood. 2007;110:1043-1047)

Introduction

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasonography is now recommended as a routine screening test for children with sickle cell anemia (SCA) from 2 to 16 years of age, to identify patients at highest risk for primary stroke.1,2 TCD studies measure flow velocity within the large intracranial arteries, which are the vessels most often involved in sickle cerebral vasculopathy and stroke.3,4 TCD ultrasonography is particularly useful in children because it is painless, noninvasive, relatively inexpensive, easy to perform, and requires no sedation.

Landmark studies performed almost 2 decades ago by Adams et al5 found that children with SCA have higher baseline TCD flow velocities than age-matched children without SCA. These increased TCD velocities were related in part to the anemia, since the TCD values were inversely correlated with the hematocrit.6 Among children with SCA, however, increased TCD flow velocities have also been associated with younger age and pathological arterial stenosis.7 In the cohort of patients from the Medical College of Georgia, 36.8% had TCD velocities of 140 cm/s or higher, 17.5% had velocities of 170 cm/s or higher termed “conditional,” and 7.9% had velocities of 200 cm/s or higher termed “abnormal.”8,9

Abnormal TCD velocities are identified in 5% to 10% of children with SCA and confer a 10% annual risk for developing primary stroke.8,9 The NHLBI-sponsored multicenter randomized Stroke Prevention (STOP) trial demonstrated that monthly blood transfusions can reduce this stroke risk by 90% compared to observation alone,10 and a Clinical Alert recommended chronic transfusions for children with SCA and abnormal TCD velocities.11 However, the follow-up STOP 2 study concluded that transfusions must be continued indefinitely in this setting, due to an increased risk of conversion to abnormal TCD velocities and the development of new neurologic events after halting transfusions.12 Children with conditional TCD velocities also have an elevated (1%-3% annual) risk of developing primary stroke, most commonly after conversion to the abnormal category.13 Accordingly, frequent monitoring of children with conditional TCD velocities is recommended, although no specific therapy is currently recommended for this potentially vulnerable patient population.

An alternative effective therapy would be beneficial for children with SCA and abnormal TCD velocities to reduce the long-term risks associated with chronic blood transfusions, including erythrocyte alloimmunization, infectious risks, and iron overload.14 In addition, a simple treatment option might be beneficial for children with conditional TCD values who currently receive increased monitoring but no specific treatment. The increasing availability of hydroxyurea therapy offers a reasonable therapeutic option in these settings, but to date no prospective studies have focused on the effects of hydroxyurea therapy on TCD velocities in children with SCA. The Belgian registry recently reported a beneficial effect of hydroxyurea in 11 children who had abnormal TCD and serial measurements, with a significant decrease observed in TCD velocities.15 A recent small retrospective analysis suggested that hydroxyurea significantly decreased the TCD velocities compared with age-matched controls, but only 8 children had TCD velocities of 140 cm/s or higher and the effects were not related to hematologic changes.16 In the current study, we describe a prospective single-institution IRB-approved phase 2 trial of hydroxyurea for children with SCA and increased TCD flow velocities.
Patients, materials, and methods

TCD screening

Beginning in 1995, the Duke Pediatric Sickle Cell Program enrolled subjects in the phase 1/2 pediatric hydroxyurea safety trial (HUG-KIDS), and thereafter began using hydroxyurea for the routine clinical management of selected children with severe vasocclusive complications such as recurrent painful events and acute chest syndrome. Routine TCD screening began at Duke in 1999, and analysis of the initial TCD screening results provided the pilot data and rationale for a prospective phase 2 trial to determine the effects of hydroxyurea on TCD flow velocities.

Prospective phase 2 study

Between late 2000 and 2004, all pediatric patients with severe forms of SCA (HbSS, HbS/Hb6ð-thalassemia, HbS/Sb),15 underwent TCD screening before initiating hydroxyurea treatment. In most cases, these children were prescribed hydroxyuresa therapy for severe clinical complications (eg, recurrent pain or acute chest syndrome), including children who received hydroxyurea as part of an open-label trial to determine the effects of hydroxyurea on organ function and quality of life for young children (ages 1-3 years) with SCA. Children initiating hydroxyurea therapy who had increased baseline TCD flow velocities identified were eligible for a prospective study to determine the effects of hydroxyurea on their TCD values.

All TCD screening studies were performed in the Neurodiagnostic Laboratory at Duke University Medical Center using a nonduplex TCD instrument, according to the published techniques for children with SCA.5 Briefly, the left and right middle cerebral, distal internal carotid, anterior cerebral, and posterior cerebral arteries were insonated at 2-mm increments using a special pediatric transducer and a transtemporal approach. Maximal systolic and diastolic peak velocities were recorded, but the time-averaged maximum velocity (TAMV) was used to determine the TCD value for the major intracranial arteries on each side, as previously described.3

After TCD screening, those children with at least one increased TCD value (defined as a right- or left-sided TAMV ≥ 140 cm/s) were offered enrollment in an IRB-approved trial to determine prospectively the effects of hydroxyurea therapy on TCD velocities. Approval for this prospective study was obtained from the Duke University Medical Center Institutional Review Board and all subjects and families gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Hydroxyurea dosing and monitoring were performed according to routine clinical practice, including escalation to the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) with monthly blood counts as previously described.17 After a stable hydroxyurea MTD was reached, typically after 6 to 12 months of therapy, a follow-up TCD study was performed. A third long-term follow-up TCD study was then performed at least one year after reaching MTD, to determine if there were sustained treatment effects. Baseline brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)/magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) imaging was performed in children as part of this protocol, using standard techniques.

Statistical analysis

TCD flow velocities were recorded for the right and left middle cerebral artery (MCA), anterior cerebral artery (ACA), and posterior cerebral artery (PCA). Patient and treatment characteristics such as age, hydroxyurea dose, and routine blood counts including percent HbF values, were also recorded. Standard statistical calculations such as mean plus or minus standard deviation, median, and range were performed using Excel software (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). Comparisons of TCD studies for a given patient (eg, before and after treatment with hydroxyurea) were performed using the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test, while between-group comparisons used a 2-tailed t test. Regression plots to determine correlations between parameters such as baseline TCD velocity and change in TCD values were performed using SAS software (Cary, NC).

Results

Initial TCD screening

Analysis of the first 102 children who received TCD screening revealed fewer than expected children with conditional and abnormal flow velocities (12.7% and 3.9% respectively), compared with Adams et al’s published prevalence values of 17.5% and 7.9%.8,9 Subsequent analysis of these initial screening results according to concurrent hydroxyurea therapy revealed a significant difference: 28 children on hydroxyurea therapy had an average TCD flow velocity of 116 plus or minus 25 cm/s, while 74 children not on hydroxyurea therapy had an average TCD flow velocity of 141 plus or minus 32 cm/s (P < .001, data not shown). These pilot data suggested that hydroxyurea therapy might lead to decreased TCD flow velocities, but no baseline pretreatment measurements were available, and there were substantial differences between these 2 patient cohorts (eg, the hydroxyurea-treated children were older and had more clinical severity). To test this hypothesis, we designed a prospective phase 2 study to determine the effects of hydroxyurea therapy on TCD flow velocities in children with SCA.

TCD screening for phase 2 study eligibility

Over a 45-month period, 59 children with SCA underwent TCD screening before initiating hydroxyurea therapy for clinical indications (eg, pain, ACS). A total of 37 children (62.7%) were identified with at least one increased TCD velocity value of 140 cm/s or higher (right MCA in 31, left MCA in 32, right ACA in 12, and left ACA in 14 patients), all of whom were enrolled in the prospective study. Only one child had an elevated PCA flow velocity of 156 cm/s on the left side. Fifteen children (25.4%) had at least one conditional TCD value between 170 and 199 cm/s (right MCA in 11, left MCA in 10, right ACA in 3, and left ACA in 1 patient). Six other children (10.2%) had at least one abnormal TCD value of 200 cm/s or higher (right MCA in 3 and left MCA in 5 patients); their families declined transfusions and elected to proceed with hydroxyurea therapy as already planned for clinical severity.

Baseline MRI/MRA results

A total of 33 children completed baseline brain MRI and MRA studies, typically within 2 months of initiating hydroxyurea therapy; 4 children were unable to complete the study. Eleven children had abnormal MRI results, 10 had abnormal MRA findings, and 2 had abnormal both MRI and MRA results. Thirteen children with abnormal MRI findings included 11 with small T2-weighted bright foci consistent with small vessel ischemia, and 3 with an unsuspected Arnold-Chiari type I malformation. Twelve children with abnormal MRA findings included 9 with mild vessel narrowing, 2 with moderate vessel stenosis, 2 with prominent lenticulostrate collateral vessels, and 1 with a hypoplastic arterial segment.

Hydroxyurea effects

The age, baseline laboratory characteristics, and pretreatment TCD values for the 37 children with increased flow velocities who enrolled in the prospective study are included in Table 1. Their pretreatment laboratory values were very similar to those reported in the HUG-KIDS trial.10 The average pretreatment TCD velocities were highest in the MCA, followed by ACA and then PCA vessels, but no significant differences were observed between the right- and left-sided vessels.
Table 1. Laboratory parameters and TCD flow velocities for 37 children with SCA, before hydroxyurea therapy and after reaching MTD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before hydroxyurea</th>
<th>Hydroxyurea at MTD</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± 1 SD</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean ± 1 SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>6.8 ± 3.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7.6 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb, g/dL</td>
<td>7.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>9.4 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematocrit, %</td>
<td>22.5 ± 3.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>26.8 ± 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCV, fL</td>
<td>86 ± 8</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>104 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbF, %</td>
<td>10.3 ± 6.6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>22.7 ± 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R MCA, cm/s</td>
<td>166 ± 27</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>135 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L MCA, cm/s</td>
<td>169 ± 26</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>142 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R ACA, cm/s</td>
<td>130 ± 25</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>110 ± 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L ACA, cm/s</td>
<td>132 ± 29</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>113 ± 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R PCA, cm/s</td>
<td>85 ± 30</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>76 ± 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L PCA, cm/s</td>
<td>91 ± 29</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>73 ± 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA indicates not applicable; NS, not significant.

All 37 children were treated with hydroxyurea and eventually reached a stable MTD of 27.9 plus or minus 2.7 mg/kg per day (median, 28.6; range, 18.8 to 32.6 mg/kg per day). Compliance with hydroxyurea therapy was estimated to be excellent for most of the patients, although 6 children (16%) had presumed poor medication adherence based on hematologic parameters and failure to attend clinic appointments regularly. Laboratory values at hydroxyurea MTD for the entire cohort of 37 patients illustrate the expected significant increases in hemoglobin concentration, hematocrit, MCV, and percent HbF (Table 1).

TCD changes

Follow-up TCD screening was performed on 36 children after reaching hydroxyurea MTD, with an average interval of 10 ± 5 months (median, 8 months) of therapy. The results of these follow-up TCD examinations demonstrated a significant decrease in the maximal TCD flow velocities, for both the MCA and ACA vessels (Table 1). Follow-up TCD examination was not obtained in one noncompliant patient, who was lost to follow-up 14 months after initiating hydroxyurea treatment.

The magnitude of the decrease in TCD flow velocity was significantly associated with the baseline TCD velocity. Figure 1 illustrates that children with the highest baseline TCD velocity measurements had the greatest decrease in response to hydroxyurea therapy ($r^2 = .12, P = .04$). The decline in TCD flow velocities observed in association with hydroxyurea therapy at MTD was then compared with the corresponding increases in hematocrit for each patient. There was no correlation between the magnitude of the TCD decrease and the hematocrit increase ($r^2 = .06, P = .17$), but on average the median TCD velocity decreased 4.8 cm/s for every percent increase in hematocrit (data not shown).

An additional TCD examination was then attempted at least 1 year after reaching MTD, to determine if the effects of hydroxyurea treatment were sustained. A total of 28 long-term follow-up TCD studies were performed at an average of 25 plus or minus 7 months (median, 24 months) after starting hydroxyurea therapy. In almost every case, the TCD velocity was similar to the initial follow-up study (Figure 2), with an average further decrease of 12 plus or minus 15 cm/s (median 10 cm/s decline, $P = NS$).

Outcome of initial conditional and abnormal TCD velocities

Fifteen children had conditional baseline TCD flow velocities, including 8 with “low conditional” values (170-184 cm/s) and 7 with “high conditional” values (185-199 cm/s). Upon reaching hydroxyurea MTD, 14 of 15 children had decreased TCD velocities with only 3 low conditional studies on follow-up examination, and none at long-term follow-up. One child with an initial left MCA flow velocity of 166 cm/s (baseline HbF = 10.0%) had an initial decline after 11 months of hydroxyurea therapy to 147 cm/s (HbF = 14.9%), but after 20 months of hydroxyurea therapy with suspected noncompliance (HbF = 11.4%) the flow velocity had increased again to 171 cm/s.

The 6 children with initial abnormal TCD flow velocities had relatively large decreases in TCD flow velocities in association with hydroxyurea therapy. The TCD values for the 8 vessels with initial abnormal values decreased from 216 plus or minus 14 cm/s to 173 plus or minus 31 cm/s ($P < .001$). One 5-year-old male with a conditional TCD but admitted hydroxyurea noncompliance had conversion to an abnormal TCD; the right MCA remained unchanged at 171 cm/s, but the left MCA increased from 167 to 234 cm/s and the right ACA increased from 100 to 221 cm/s. Hydroxyurea was discontinued for this child and he was changed to monthly blood transfusions.

One new neurologic event occurred in a 14-year-old female with abnormal TCD after 7 months of hydroxyurea therapy. The overall incidence of new neurologic events for the entire patient cohort during treatment was 1 in 193.2 patient-years of follow-up, or 0.52 events per 100 patient-years of observation.
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**Figure 1.** The decrease in TCD flow velocity on hydroxyurea at MTD is correlated with the maximal baseline TCD flow velocity. The magnitude of the decline in TCD flow velocity (shown on the y-axis in absolute value) was significantly correlated to the maximal baseline TCD flow velocity ($r^2 = 0.12, P = .04$).

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Long-term effect of hydroxyurea therapy on TCD flow velocities. Children with SCA and increased baseline TCD velocities received hydroxyurea therapy at MTD. The maximum TCD velocity is shown after reaching MTD and then in long-term follow-up for 26 children. There was a significant decrease from baseline TCD flow velocities to the MTD values ($P < .001$), and this decrease was sustained at long-term follow-up.
stroke on the basis of an abnormal TCD. Although these patients were treated with hydroxyurea below MTD (median dose < 20 mg/kg per day), 11 children with serial TCD measurements had a significant decrease in TCD velocities from 235 ± 25 cm/s to 204 ± 27 cm/s (P < .01). Only 1 of the 34 children developed a new neurologic event over 96 patient-years of follow-up. In contrast, our phase 2 trial provides the first prospective data focused specifically on the ability of hydroxyurea therapy to lower TCD velocities in children with SCA. In 37 pediatric patients with increased TCD flow velocities—greater than or equal to 140 cm/s, hydroxyurea therapy significantly lowered the TCD values and this effect was sustained for at least one year after reaching MTD. Children with conditional TCD velocities had improvement, with resolution of the conditional velocities at long-term follow-up in 14 of 15 children. Compliance with hydroxyurea remains a concern, however, since those children with poor medication adherence had minimal TCD responses, and one admittedly noncompliant child had conversion from conditional to abnormal flow velocities, leading to a change in therapy with chronic transfusions. The long-term risks of hydroxyurea also remain undefined for young patients with SCA.

These data do not demonstrate definitively that hydroxyurea is an efficacious or effective treatment for the prevention of primary stroke in children with SCA. Although most of the children with increased TCD flow velocities in this study had a significant decrease in the TCD values while on hydroxyurea therapy, there was one new neurologic event in a child with an initial and follow-up abnormal result. A controlled multicenter trial is needed to determine the efficacy of hydroxyurea therapy to lower TCD velocities and, ultimately, to prevent primary stroke in children with abnormal TCD flow velocities.
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